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From Our Chair 
By the book or out of the box? My husband and I occasionally argue over 
cooking. I like to get the recipe book out and follow it rigorously and he likes to 
make it up as he goes along. Surprisingly enough, both patterns lead mostly to 
triumph and only just occasionally to disaster. 
 
Christians are people of the book, and people of the Spirit. Leadership in changing times and ‘across 
boundaries’ (as is the title of this year’s MODEM conference) needs both the conviction that arises out of a 
rootedness in the experience of God’s gifts over the centuries, and the courage to leap forward in new 
directions. This leadership arises out of a discernment of God’s guidance and a trust that, as I cross 
boundaries, God is already ahead of me, calling me forward, and holding me if I stumble. 
 
Sometimes it feels like the boundary is between the church and the world, and there is a leap to be made 
from the church into the world. Yet the church’s highest calling is to be a prefiguring of what God makes 
possible for the world and to connect with signs of God’s presence wherever they are to be found. It’s not 
always an easy task, as recent event brought home.  A neighbour who lives across the road from the 
church I serve, berated me one Sunday for the loud volume of the early morning Nigerian congregation’s 
music. ‘It’s all very well’ she said, ‘but we all know the church is dying out in this country. If it weren’t for 
these Africans, we wouldn’t have to be suffering this noise’.  I was left wondering how I cross the boundary 
to my neighbour? 
 
Revd. Elizabeth Welch     
Chair – MODEM   Please contact me at: chair@modem-uk.org 
 
MODEM’s Mission: 

MODEM is a national ecumenical Christian network, which encourages authentic 
dialogue between exponents of leadership, organisation, spirituality and ministry to aid 
the development of better disciples, community, society and world. 

 
From the Editor: 
 
Our conference is just around the corner.  This issue provides a few snippets of what’s to come including 
an item from Rob Sharp on page 4 who is leading a session on developing sub-30 leaders at Sarum.  In 
addition, our Vice-Chair Tim Harle’s Grove Booklet is reviewed on page 5, and he will be running a session 
to explore some the themes covered in his booklet.  We are very much looking forward to seeing some you 
there.   
 
 
 
P.S.  I am recovering from running my first ever half marathon in the Royal Parks Foundation event in 
London, coming in at a time of 1:59:30.  I ran on behalf of Christian Aid and if you would like to 
support my endeavours there’s still time to add to my fundraising total – at 
http://www.justgiving.com/Sue-Howard. Thanks to everyone who has already supported me! 
 
 
 
 
Editor, Email me at: modemmatters@modem-uk.org.uk 
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Section One: VIEWS AND NEWS FROM THE FRONT LINE 
 
MODEM’s ‘Leading Across Boundaries’ Conference 2011 

 
We are very much looking forward to our 
conference at Sarum College, which will be held 
on 19/20 October. The theme is Leading Across 
Boundaries, and our keynote speaker is Stephen 
Cottrell the Bishop of Chelmsford who has written 
a number of books including Hit the Ground 
Kneeling: Seeing Leadership Differently (CHP 
2008). He will speak on Setting the Interior 
Compass.  

 
As we go to press, some 30 delegates have booked for the conference. All ensuite accommodation is 
taken, but there are still a few places available in standard rooms if you would like to come along. The 
conference fee for MODEM members is £95, which includes all meals and accommodation.  Please contact 
courses@sarum.ac.uk or call 01722 424800 to check on last minute bookings. Further details about the 
conference can be found on our website: http://www.modem-uk.org/conference2011.html  
 
In keeping with our mission to encourage dialogue, we have structured our conference to include as many 
member/delegate presentations on the theme as we could squeeze in. The presentations will be on the 
following topics: 

1. Coaching across boundaries - Richard Fox, The Learning Corporation & MODEM Leadership 
Committee 

2. Crossing the Threshold: Explorations in Intended and Unintended Leadership – Tim Harle, Vice-
Chair, MODEM 

3. Building collaboration in reality…not just in your dreams! – Sue Heatherington, Waterside 
Consulting 

4. Boundary Spanning and the Creation of Leadership Learning Communities – reflections on two 
years of leadership development for entrepreneurs - Professor Andy Henley, LEAD Wales, 
Swansea University 

5. Christians - Business needs your faith more than it thinks it does - Help business break the 
boundaries of conventional wisdom – John Kay, EPICC, Transforming Business 

6. Therapy speaks to Leadership – a look at the work of Edwin Friedman – Canon Keith Lamdin, 
Principal Sarum College  

7. Introduction to a Vision Card Deck - David Lomax, Swedenborg Open Learning Centre, 
Manchester 

8. Enabling a Flourishing Civil Society, case study from Suffolk County Council - Esther Ridsdale, 
Civil Society Forum 

9. Leading beyond the Sacred-Secular Boundary, presentation and case study of the biblical character 
Esther - Rob Sharp, River Leadership School, Exeter 

10. Leading through Service - Norman Speirs, Alliance of Deming Consultants 

Stephen Cottrell 
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Update on Best 21st Century Leadership Books 
 
The after-dinner session at the Sarum conference will be taken up with announcing the results of MODEM’s 
project to find the best books on leadership, management and ministry published since the turn of the 
millennium. Our panel of nine people drawn from a variety of backgrounds has been busy over the summer 
whittling down the 136 nominations to lists of ten books in each of two categories: those covering 
leadership in general, and those focusing on Christian leadership. No such list can be definitive, but we 
hope that the conversations prompted around the panel will continue more widely 
 
The panel has been looking for books, represent a range of views and possibilities, that are practically 
useful and intellectually engaging. The books may address individual or organizational situations, and 
should encourage reflection from the reader on their past or present situation. 
 
By all accounts, the panellists have found the exercise stimulating, hard work, but enjoyable. Individuals 
have made fresh discoveries, even if they eventually had to concede that a personal favourite wouldn’t 
quite make the final cut. After reducing the nominations to a shortlist, they agreed the final selection during 
a Skype call in early October. We will make the results widely available once they are announced at Sarum, 
and believe this will be a useful resource to promote awareness of MODEM more widely.  
 
MODEM’s next book?  It’s Moulded Plastic! 
 
Michael Lofthouse provides us with an update on the progress of MODEM’s next book – due for publication 
in 2012.  

 
Perhaps it is an age thing?  I remember the days when you could lift a car 
bonnet and see an engine.  Be able to see nuts and bolts, the distributor cap, 
the water pump, those things that made up the heart of the car and made it go.  
With a good maintenance manual you could get stuck in and fix it. Today I lift 
the bonnet and all I see is a sheet of moulded plastic and a port for somebody 
else to plug in the computer. Only experts can fix it now. 
 
I sometimes think that’s we’ve done to leadership and management within the 
Church. It has been encased in a sheet of moulded plastic.  We have coated 
what should be a practical job making it almost impossible to get our 
management hands dirty. Experts reign.  And there are not many easy to follow 
manuals out there to help.  To help you get beneath the plastic.  To help you get 
your management hands dirty.  MODEM aims to fix that with its next book, 101 
Ideas to Transform the Local Church. 
 

Like a good car manual you will be able to access the book to give you ideas on how to start to engage and 
use those management spanners.  Arranged in a series of topics from Communication to Community 
Presence, and Strategy to Setting My Ministry Free, this is not bed time reading but a reference manual 
you can look at when required. After all if you have a problem with the suspension you do not need to be 
wading through pages and pages dealing with the fuel injection system.  And like a good car manual each 
topic is written by a proven practitioner.  Somebody who has had to fix it and could make it work again. 
 
Each topic is centred through a biblical quote and a commercial business reference. Then comes the heart 
of the topic, how and why to engage. Finally there is a self diagnostic exercise.  Designed for you to be able 
to pull off the shelf when required, each topic is presented concisely to allow you to quickly apply that 
management spanner.  No moulded plastic, no port for somebody else to fix.  This is a manual to assist you 
to engage.   
   

Section Two: CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MODEM MEMBERS 
 
Seven of the ten contributions to MODEM’s Leading across Boundaries conference will be coming from our 
own members.  So we are holding this section over until the next issue. 
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Section Three:  FEATURES  
 

Keys to developing Sub-30 leaders (leaders under 30) 

Our thanks to Rob Sharp who continues to share his insights into developing 
sub-30 leaders.  Please see MODEM Matters E17, p8 for his first article on this 
subject.  Rob will be leading a session at our Sarum conference. 

Rob is Dean of students at the River Leadership School, and student Pastor at the River church in 
Exeter. Connected with Exeter University’s Centre for Leadership Studies, Rob helps churches 
develop in-house leaders’ development programmes.  

Do you develop your Sub-30 leaders by design or default? There is a tendency to lump all leaders in 
the same development pot, stir it, and assume that quality will naturally rise to the top.  Yet, with the 
speeding up of technology and the birth of Post-Modernity, the generation gap is wider than ever before 
and its needs are more diverse!  Consequently I believe that the best leadership development programs 
understand that a specific season in life has specific needs thus requiring a specific development approach.  
 
However, because changes in our life seem to occur so slowly, even the most insightful amongst us forget 
the feelings and fears, the anxieties and ambitions of the life stage we have just navigated.   Forgetting 
the specificities of the season, we resort to the ‘one for all and all for one’ syndrome.  
 
You would not treat patients universally; without diagnosing the issues.  Yet too often we spend little effort 
understanding the specific stage of life our young leaders are passing through.  The most important part of 
any building is the foundation; if you are unsure, book a quick flight to Pisa.  So we must purposefully help 
build the foundation of our emergent leaders by design and not by default.  The best developers do this 
by helping leaders to recognise and immerse themselves in the current season.  
 
In the next few articles I will be outlining four defining aspects of the Sub-30 Period: The Dream, The Pit, 
The ID and The Mentor.  
 
The Dream:    
Through our life we go through, what Daniel Levinson called, four major life structures.  The second (17-30) 
is about moving from the adolescent stage and entering into the adult world.  The engine driving this 
process is the ‘dream’; the idealised future of what adulthood could hold.  Undeveloped ‘dreams’ tend to 
be abstract, often falling victim to either the ‘leader as hero’ myth or the Moses dilemma “not me Lord, 
chose Aaron he’s more gifted,” discounting the possibility of being significant, thus reluctant to exit the 
seemingly more pleasant adolescent period.  
 
A great development process should help leaders to do three things: 1) Become highly conscious of the 
dream. That is to have the future possibilities at the forefront of their thinking, decisions and priorities. 
Often we have assumed ambition is inherently evil while Paul exhorts Timothy that godly leadership is a 
noble ambition(1Tim 3:1).  An effective development process pumps the dream with Godly ambition 
understanding strong leaders are born out of strong dreams.  2) Dream concretely. Turning the dream 
from an abstract, fluid fantasy (e.g. win a Nobel), into a concrete informed possibility.  Through role 
models, exposure, even discussions about what it involves day–to-day.  The more explicit the dream the 
more inspiring and the more investment young leaders are willing to put into the development process. 3) 
Space to play with possible identities; we call this exploring potential selves.  From changing 
departments, reading biographies, or being exposed to new role models, this is essential for the 
development process.  A good developer will give emergent leaders the room to try out possible paths with 
the safety of it not being the one.  
 
If you want to develop young leaders, help them recognise the season they are in, help them dream big 
with clarity and give room for the dream itself to develop.   

Rob Sharp’s contact details:  07828 412330; Rob@theriverchurch.tv; Twitter:com – RobtheSharp 
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Section Four:  RESOURCES 
 
The Work Foundation, Good Work and Our Times. Report of the Good Work Commission  
http://www.theworkfoundation.com/research/publications/publicationdetail.aspx?oItemId=291&parentPageID=102&Pu
bType=  

This link leads you to the download page for the report of the Good Work Commission. The Commissioners are a 
group of individuals (including Christians) with a great breadth and depth of experience in leading organisations 
across all sectors, including business, government, the unions, the church, media and the voluntary sector. They 
believe that ‘good work’ is a benefit to employees, employers and society alike – and that it is possible to make it more 
rewarding for all involved. 

The purpose of the report is to explore what makes ‘good work’ and how to create more of it. It is based on two key 
assets: the great breadth of experience and views of the Commissioners and the considerable body of research 
produced by the Work Foundation over the past decade. The aspiration is for the report to be useful for people who 
have leadership and management roles in organizations.  Well worth the time it takes to read it! 

If you visit The Work Foundation website – also look at the other reports available, particularly Leading for Sustainable 
High Performance - Exceeding Expectation: the principles of outstanding leadership.   The report is based on 
empirical research, over 250 interviews, and presents the findings of an in-depth two-year study which explored the 
principles of outstanding leadership, demonstrating that a highly people-centred approach results in performance that 
surpasses expectations.  
 

Plus – interesting ranges of courses and support at: www.leadingyourchurchintogrowth.org.uk 
 
Book Review 
 
Tim Harle, Embracing Chaos: Leadership Insights from Complexity Theory, Grove Books, L4, 2011 
Reviewed by: Justin Lewis-Anthony, Rector of St Stephen’s Church, Canterbury 
 
First thoughts: Isn’t Tim Harle’s booklet otiose? Why should church leaders be 
encouraged to embrace chaos? Isn’t that the default pattern? 

Second thoughts: of course, Harle doesn’t mean that church leadership should be 
based on happenstance and improvised incompetence, however much that might be the 
way we experience church leadership. Rather, he sets out to describe the ways in which 
complexity theory, a discipline originating in the more outré regions of the physical 
sciences, could apply to human structuring, organization and welfare. This is a 
venerable exercise in leadership studies, a discipline which has frequently sought to 
adapt external models of reality to its own needs. 

But Harle is not carelessly adopting “quantum” vocabulary for the sake of fashion (see 
Malcolm Gladwell). He makes a good case that the best forms of human organization come from, paradoxically, 
lack of organization. His initial image suggests the power of the concept: a self-regulating coffee queue at a 
conference is often far more effective at serving coffee than a closely supervised one. 

Harle explores how this success comes at a cost— loss of control for the leadership. He gives specific examples 
of “Newtonian” and “emergent” change management (the church does not always shine in these examples!), 
and anchors his thesis in a series of scriptural challenges: Ephesians 4, Mark 10, Matthew 25. Counter-intuitively 
(and counter-culturally) he tells us that the “small things” matter: individual encounters can have profound social 
and political effects (for example, Rosa Parks), but they are also important in themselves— treating others as 
people worthy of being treated well. Consistency in relationships is far more effective than edicts, and far truer to 
what Jesus modelled in his relationships and teaching. 

The restrictions of the booklet format meant that Harle was unable to explore more fully questions of power and 
its abuse. In a culture in which self-esteem and organizational effectiveness is often dependent upon a clear 
position within a hierarchy (the Frost Report “Class Sketch” still applies), it would be interesting to see a deeper 
exploration of these questions: perhaps his next subject? 

Martin Cassini’s work on traffic control is another datum supporting the same thesis: removing traffic lights and 
restructuring road use from a “priority” to “equality” basis speeds traffic and at the same time reduces injuries. 
Regulation, direction and the sleeping policeman are actually the problem, and not the solution. Harle succeeds 
in presenting this uncomfortable and yet provoking thought: perhaps leaders are more effective the less they act 
like leaders?
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What’s New? 
Books and other resources on leadership, 
management and ministry 
Date of publication is 2011, unless stated. K indicates a Kindle version is 
available. 

 
Books on church leadership, management and ministry 
K Mervyn Davies & Graham Dodds. Leadership in the Church for a People of Hope. Continuum. 190pp, 

pb, £18.99. ISBN 978-0-567-01407-8. An essentially theological work, combining the research 
interests and experience of its lay Roman Catholic and ordained Anglican authors. The work of 
John Henry Newman features strongly, though the application is contemporary and forward-looking. 

Richard Impey (2010) How to Develop Your Local Church: Working with the Wisdom of the 
Congregation. SPCK, 155pp, £12.99, ISBN 978-0-281-06143-3. An intensely practical book, 
reflecting the author’s wide experience of parish ministry. The distinctive focus on the local 
congregation offers a refreshing alternative to individual or team-based approaches. 

Colin Marshall & Tony Payne (2009) The Trellis and the Vine: The Ministry Mind-Shift that Changes 
Everything. Matthias Media. 196pp, pb, £8.99. ISBN 978-1-921441-58-5. The Australian authors 
use a vivid metaphor to challenge church leaders if they are too busy erecting trellises to let the vine 
flourish. Their use of large chunks of Pauline correspondence may be less appetising to some. 

K Claire Pedrick & Su Blanch. How to Make Great Appointments in the Church: Calling, Competence 
and Chemistry. SPCK. 146pp, pb, £10.99. ISBN 978-0-281-06419-9. A comprehensive and 
practical, if sometimes linear, guide. It should be of benefit not only to those making appointments, 
but also those exploring new opportunities. 

K Alan Smith & Peter Shaw. The Reflective Leader: Standing Still to Move Forward. Canterbury Press. 
128pp, pb, £12.99. ISBN 978-1-8482-5083-3. The Bishop of St Albans teams up with an executive 
coach and prolific author to offer 31 brief chapters, each with questions for reflection. Starting with 
knowing yourself, they move on to others, team and context, before asking What next?  

K Barbara Brown Taylor. Leaving Church: A Memoir of Faith. Canterbury Press. 256pp, pb, £12.99. 
ISBN 978-1-84825-065-9. Taylor’s dynamic writing style reflects the preaching, for which she has a 
fine reputation. This worrying work highlights the paradox of one engaged in public ministry, whose 
needs can only be met through leaving the very institution she loves.  

K Darlene Zschech. The Art of Mentoring: Embracing the Great Generational Transition. Bethany 
House. 189pp, hb, £12.99. ISBN 978-0-7642-0934-5. The energy and passion which Zschech has 
poured in to her music with Hillsong are apparent in a book based on values. Many are hardly 
original – encouragement, excellence, humility – but they are addressed with a refreshing zeal. 

Booklets on church leadership, management and ministry 
E-book versions are available for all these Grove booklets. See www.grovebooks.co.uk.  

Bonnie Appleton & Simon Taylor (2010) Closing the Back Door of the Church. Grove Evangelism Series 
89. 28pp, £3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-747-4. Provides a concise summary of Appleton’s MA research 
on why people leave church. An important balance to initiatives focused on bringing in new people. 

Adrian Brown. Reassessing the Culture of Assessment: Weighing Pigs Does Not Make Them 
Heavier. Grove Education Series 7. 28pp, £3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-790-0. This ‘deliberately 
provocative’ (p26) booklet challenges the prevailing landscape in schools, though some of its 
broadsides could be aimed at other sectors. 

Tim Harle. Embracing Chaos: Leadership Insights from Complexity Theory. Grove Leadership Series 
4. 28pp, £3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-791-7. For a full review, see p5. 
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Ken Hobbs. Growing Churches through House for Duty Ministry. Grove Evangelism Series 94. 28pp, 

£3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-793-1. An autobiographical account of one parish in rural Surrey 
challenges the view that the Church of England’s scheme of providing a house in exchange for part-
time voluntary work is a way to manage gradual decline. Some of the growing pains are evident.  

Owen Smith. Youth Work and the Law: A Brief Introduction. Grove Youth Series 22. 28pp, £3.95. ISBN 
978-1-85174-788-7. Covers legal, policy and training needs, with engaging scenarios to consider. 

Business books on leadership and management 
Richard Bolden et al. Exploring Leadership: Individual, Organizational and Societal Perspectives. 

Oxford University Press. 214pp, pb, £19.99. ISBN 978-0-19-954766-1. A deep and wide-ranging 
book, yet admirably concise. It reflects the collective wisdom and experience of the authors and 
their colleagues at Exeter’s pioneering Centre for Leadership Studies. 

K Brad Jackson & Ken Parry. A Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap Book about 
Studying Leadership, 2nd edn. Sage. 194pp, pb, £13.99. ISBN 978-1-84920-739-3. A great place 
to start for those wanting to explore leadership. The New Zealand-based authors cover a wide 
canvas, with plenty of pointers to further reading. One of the few books which reads like a 21st 
century book, with little space for last century’s debates. It is therefore surprising that they only 
address complexity leadership theory as a ‘hot’ area for the future (p148). 

Donna Ladkin (2010) Rethinking Leadership: A New Look at Old Leadership Questions. Edward Elgar. 
202pp, pb, £25.00. ISBN 978-0-85793-131-3. An important and thoughtful contribution from a 
Professor at Cranfield School of Management. Rooted in philosophy, yet strangely practical. Ladkin 
addresses the aesthetic in leadership, and reminds us that all acts of leadership are ethical. 

Mark Tadajewski et al. Key Concepts in Critical Management Studies. Sage. 229pp, pb, £21.99. ISBN 
978-1-84920-569-6. A much needed book for those seeking to understand the aggregate of 
approaches under the CMS banner. The 50-or-so articles, and their authors, are firmly rooted in the 
academic world. The challenge of engaging with everyday leaders remains. 

Academic Journals on management and leadership 
Two recent Special Issues may be of interest. Members of the British Academy of Management receive 
both journals as part of their membership. 

British Journal of Management 
Volume 22(3). Special Issue celebrating 25th anniversary of the British Academy of Management. 
Includes a wide range of articles reviewing progress and identifying future challenges. Published by 
Wiley-Blackwell. 4 issues per year.   http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1467-8551  

International Journal of Management Reviews 
Volume 13(3). Special Issue on Distributed Leadership. Published by Wiley-Blackwell. 4 issues 
per year. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1468-2370.  

Resources on business ethics 
Business Ethics: The Magazine of Corporate Responsibility. US-based online journal featuring news, 

an ethical directory, and stories of for those interested in business ethics. www.business-ethics.com 

European Business Ethics Network. A network of academics and others promoting ethics in business, 
increasing awareness of ethical challenges in the global marketplace and enabling dialogue. 
Sponsors an annual conference and workshops, and links to national networks. www.eben-net.org  

EBEN UK. The UK association of EBEN (see above). Arranges conferences and workshops on business 
ethics and CSR. www.eben-uk.org 

Institute of Business Ethics. Founded in 1986 to encourage high standards of business behaviour based 
on ethical values. Arranges events for business executives: some are for corporate subscribers 
only, other are open. Also provides training, publications and advice. www.ibe.org.uk 
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Section Five: FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 
The Human Face of Finance – 1 November 
Lunchtime Lecture by Revd Dr Fiona Stewart-Darling, chaplain at Canary Wharf. Industrial Christian 
Fellowship Annual Meeting. Bloomsbury Baptist Church, LONDON. For further details, visit ICF website. 
 
EPICC Launch Evening – St. Alban’s Abbey, 2 November, 7.00 pm 
EPICC (as reported on in the May edition – MODEM Matters E16) will be hosting a launch event at St 
Albans Abbey in Hertfordshire on 2 November, at 7 pm. The event will feature guest speakers Dr Marjo 
Lips-Wiersma and Lani Morris who have just published ‘The Map of Meaning’ (Greenleaf Publishing, 2011 - 
http://www.greenleaf-publishing.com/content/pdfs/MoM_intro.pdf ).  MODEM members are warmly 
welcomed to attend this event. Please RSVP to Alison Crookes, workplace.ministry@stalbans.anglican.org 
or Sue Howard, who is coordinating the event with Alison suehoward@holisticleadership.co.uk.  
  
Transform Work Conference: Does God Work Here? – 26 November 
Organised by Transform Work UK and New Community Church, Southampton. Speakers include Chan 
Abraham, Group Chief Executive, Luminus Group and Billy Kennedy, senior leader at New Community 
Southampton. 1000-1430. Central Hall, St Mary Street, SOUTHAMPTON, SO14 1NF. £15, including buffet 
lunch. For more information, visit Transform Work UK website.  
 
Mindfulnet.org – 10 February 2012 
Some of you may find the topic of ‘mindfulness’ of interest – this link takes you to details of a forthcoming 
conference on ‘Mindfulness at Work’ http://www.mindfulnet.org/page31.htm  
 

Check on our website for updated information about forthcoming events 
http://www.modem-uk.org/Events.html  

 
 
 

Grove Booklets Leadership Series - special offer for MODEM members 
 
We are pleased to offer MODEM members discounts on recent booklets in Grove’s Leadership Series. All three have 
been written by members of MODEM. The titles are: 

 L2 The Inner Life of a Christian Leader, by Chris Blakeley & Sue Howard 
 L3 Loving Volunteers: Loving Those You Lead—and Inspiring Others to Do the Same, by Richard Steel  
 L4 Embracing Chaos: Insights from Complexity Theory, by Tim Harle  

 
Each booklet has 28 pages. Their normal price is £3.95 - we are pleased to offer them at £3.50 each, or all three for 
£10.00 (with free UK P&P). To order your copies, complete the order form and send it, with payment, to the address 
shown. 
 
 
Please send me the following: 
Title Author(s) Code  

The Inner Life of a Christian Leader Chris Blakeley & Sue Howard L2  

Loving Volunteers: Loving Those You Lead—and 
Inspiring Others to Do the Same 

Richard Steel L3  

Embracing Chaos: Leadership Insights from 
Complexity Theory 

Tim Harle L4  

 
(£3.50 per booklet; all three for £10 (free UK P&P.  Any queries, email sales@modem-uk.org.) 
 
I enclose a cheque, payable to MODEM, for £_________ . 
 
Return this form to:  MODEM, Carselands, Woodmancote, HENFIELD, West Sussex, BN5 9SS 


